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A computational model for the automatic production of combined speech and iconic
gesture is presented. The generation of multimodal behavior is grounded in processes
of multimodal thinking, in which a propositional representation interacts and interfaces
with an imagistic representation of visuo-spatial imagery. An integrated architecture
for this is described, in which the planning of content and the planning of form across
both modalities proceed in an interactive manner. Results from an empirical study are
reported that inform the on-the-spot formation of gestures.
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1. Introduction
When giving spatial explanations, most humans inevitably move their hands and
arms to gesture. These gestures have been subject of extensive empirical and theoretical research and it is currently conjectured that gestures are both, used for
communicative purposes [4, 34] and connected to the speaker’s cognitive processing [21, 15]. This twofold role applies particularly to representational gestures like
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iconics, which in aspects resemble the entity being referred to and thus (seem to)
contribute designated meanings to the communicated message. In an example from
our empirical data, a direction-giver is introducing a square with two churches by
saying “there are two churches on the square”, while modeling with each arm an
imaginary object at a certain location in space in front of himself (see Figure 1(a)).
Although the gesture is somewhat underspecified, vague, and transient, its location
and morphology is informative of where the churches are located, how they will be
encountered when following the route, and how they roughly look like. There is no
consensus as to what the specific functions of such gestures are, but the fact they
are so prominent and tightly intertwined with the communicative intention of the
speaker make them an integral ingredient of successful spatial communication.

(a) Empirically observed iconic gesture, produced while introducing a church square.

(b) Gesture produced by the virtual human Max.

Fig. 1.

Work on computational models of speech and representational gesture is still
sparse and the majority of it has targeted the automatic recognition and understanding of such behavior [44]. Our work is directed towards a computational model
of the production of speech and iconic gestures that can simulate multimodal behavior in embodied agents like the virtual human Max [25] shown in Figure 1(b).
Our rationale is twofold. First, building embodied conversational agents calls for a
detailed understanding and, not least, operational models of how speech and representational gesture work. Since we still lack such models, existing agent-based
interfaces are not adequately able to compose their verbal and gestural acts to fit
the dialog context at hand, e.g., accounting for mechanisms like grounding and repair, alignment, or adaptation—with undesirable effects for their believability or
creditability. Second, by devising and probing simulation models based on the results of empirical studies, we strive for increasing our understanding of the cognitive
mechanisms that underlie this intuitive form of human communication.
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Computational approaches to producing multimodal behavior with artificial
agents usually conceive of the generation problem in terms of three consecutive
tasks (cf. [42]): figuring out what to convey (content planning), figuring out how to
encode it (micro-planning), and realizing the behaviors (surface realization). Almost
all existing systems have either circumvented the modeling of parts of this generation process, by focusing on non-representational gestures that can be selected and
sequenced from a statistical model of a particular speaker [19], i.e., essentially neglecting the meaning a gesture conveys, or they have simplified matters by utilizing
lexicons of words and gestures, i.e., largely prefabricating gestures [6, 11].
In previous work [23, 24], a framework has been developed to analyze gestural
images into semantic units (image description features), and to link these units to
morphological features of hand gestures (handshape, trajectory, etc.). This featurebased framework allowed for implementing an integrated micro-planner for multimodal directions that derives the form of both natural language and gesture directly
from communicative goals. The goals, along with the entire content of the communicative intention including all image description features of the objects and events
involved, were coded in one common propositional format. This parsimonious approach afforded an integrated micro-planning stage, in which the meanings of words
and on-the-spot created gestures could be unified and set against each other. Yet,
devising a sentential representation of visuo-spatial content requires a large ontology
that is difficult to set up and always introduces an arbitrary degree of schematization, e.g., by stipulating symbols for different values of extent. Further, producing
a spatial description can entail operations like perspective-taking that are hard to
realize efficiently, if at all, by symbol manipulation. Finally, although an amodal
conceptual representation of space was argued for especially in consideration of the
schematization of language (e.g. [12, 29, 50]), a large of body of literature argues for
the cognitive plausibility of an analog representation of space and imagery, which
is also assumed to underlie gesture by prevalent psycholinguistic theories. Indeed,
the opposition and instability reigning between linguistic and imagistic modes of
thinking has been argued to fuel the production of speech and gesture [32].
In this paper we present a computational model for the production of speech
and iconic gesture, with a focus on landmark descriptions in direction-giving. The
approach we take is novel in several respects. First, it grounds the production of
language and gesture in two kinds of representations, a logic-based propositional one
and an analog visuo-spatial one. Second, it comprises an approach to micro-planning
iconic gestures that does not directly map visuo-spatial meaning onto gesture form,
which has so far found weak empirical support. Instead, we additionally incorporate the notion of more general representation techniques into this mapping. Third,
our model offers an account of content planning, in which the two representational
formats interact to figure out portions of multimodal meaning that can be turned
into coherent multimodal behavior. Finally, it rests upon the assumption that these
two planning stages cannot be sliced into successive steps, as done in most other
systems, but that one must model a more interactive, bi-directional production pro-
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cess as increasingly suggested by recent psycholinguistic authors. In this sense the
simulation model we propose is novel in its degree of integration, both, horizontally
of two modes of thinking and vertically of two stages of planning speech and gesture. We start in Section 2 by reviewing empirical evidence for a mutual influencing
of speech and gesture, as well as current psycholinguistic models formulated to explain these observations. Section 3 explains our approach to model this production
process computationally. Section 4 then presents results from a behavioral study
on spontaneous direction-giving, carried out to provide an empirical basis for our
model and the generative formation of gestures in particular.

2. Speech and Gesture in Multimodal Communication
There is considerable disagreement in the literature about how speech production
and gesture production interact in a speaker’s mind. While a growing body of evidence suggests that gestures are planned to fulfill an intended communicative function [16, 4], gestures also seem to play a key role for the speaker’s thinking itself,
such that people do not renounce gesturing when their addressee cannot see them.
Particular intricacies arise from findings that, so far, no model has been able to fully
explain. For example, when looking at how information is distributed across the cooccurring elements in the two modalities, one finds that their co-expressivity ranges
from redundancy (e.g., a gesture shaping a circle on the word “round”) to full complementarity (e.g., the same gesture on the word “cake”). Bavelas et al. [4] argue
that this co-expressivity indicates communicative intentionality and that humans
compensate for verbal encoding problems with gestures that convey complementary information. However, empirical data repeatedly reveal that iconic gestures
are equally likely to contribute redundant or complementary semantic features [6]
and several factors seem to exert a significant influence on this, e.g., problems of
verbal encoding, information status, or the communicative intention [5].
Another intriguing issue about gesture is its enormous variation across tasks and
individuals. It was shown, for instance, that gesture rate depends on both spatial
skill and verbal skill, while additional factors also are assumed to be responsible for
the observed idiosyncrasy (e.g., age, gender, culture, personality traits, disorders)
[13]. These findings make it hard to devise an explanatory and, even harder, predictive model of combined speech and gesture use. Here, we are mainly concerned
with the mechanisms by which both modalities align with each other to produce
coherent spatial communication. It is thus instrumental to take a close look at how
speech and gesture have been found to influence each other.

2.1. Mutual influencing of speech and gesture
Coverbal gestures have long been considered a byproduct of language production
(cf. [17]). Indeed, it has been found that gestures are influenced by the conceptual, syntactic, and lexical structure of concomitant speech. For example, Kita and
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Özyürek [21, 39] showed that the content of gestures parallels the linguistic information packaging: While speakers of English described a character’s action using
the verb “swing”, encoding an arc-shaped trajectory and accompanied by correspondingly arced gestures, Turkish and Japanese speakers employed a trajectoryneutral, change-of-location predicate such as “move” and were more likely to produce straight gestures. Such an effect on gesture was also observed when one-clause
vs. two-clause descriptions of manner and path were enforced through stimulus
events [22] or were produced due to increasing mastery of a foreign language [38].
Perhaps more surprisingly, growing evidence indicates that gestures also have an
impact on the linguistic utterance they accompany. Kita’s Information Packaging
Hypothesis [20] claims that gesture helps the speaker organize (package) information
during an early stage of utterance production, as it involves a form of spatio-motoric
thinking that is different from the default thinking for speaking [43]. In support of
this, it is reported that higher demands on the conceptualization for speech results
not only in words that can be relatively easily accessed, but also in higher numbers
of representational gestures, gestures that convey perceptual dimensions of objects
(e.g. shape), and gestures that are complementary to speech [2, 15]. When prevented
from gesturing, children were more likely to make less reference to physical properties of present objects (e.g., size and form) [1] and speakers in their descriptions of
motor tasks produced less semantically rich verbs [14]. All of these findings suggest
an active role of representational gestures in exploring and structuring information
about the current visuo-spatial surrounding and making it available for the language system. That gestures affect content planning of speech is also suggested by
results of a (unconstrained) picture description study [34], which demonstrated that
the decision to gesture influences the decisions about what to explicitly mention in
both, concurrent and forthcoming speech.
Another line of evidence suggests that gesturing helps the process of speaking
more generally and the task of micro-planning in particular. Allen [3] reports that
individuals who gesture tended to speak more rapidly than others who gesture less
frequently. Rauscher et al. [41] found that prohibiting gestures in cartoon narrations
made speech less fluent and caused a higher proportion of filled pauses (e.g. “um”,
“uh”), specifically in phrases that include spatial prepositions. Restrictions or higher
demands imposed on the lexical retrieval of words (e.g., to avoid all words containing
the letter “c” or to use obscure words) resulted in higher numbers of substantive
gestures [41, 36] and the asynchrony between the onset of a gesture and its affiliated
word was found to be greater for less familiar lexical items [35].
2.2. Psycholinguistic models
Several explanations for the aforementioned findings have been put forward, all of
which imply differing models of speech and gesture production. Particularly controversial among them is the point of origin from where the coordination of speech
and gesture arises. Building upon the assumption that gestures are generated “pre-
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linguistically”, Krauss et al. [28] assume gestures to be based on spatial imagery.
According to this view, there is no influence of the linguistic production processes
onto the gesture but, the other way around, the readily planned gesture facilitates
lexical retrieval through a process of cross-modal priming. In de Ruiter’s Sketch
Model [8], the fact that gesture and speech exhibit close temporal as well as semantic coordination is accounted for by assuming a common origin of speech and gesture
production in a central conceptualizer, responsible for the selection and distribution
of information to be expressed in each modality. In contrast to this, the Growth
Point Theory [33] claims that gesture and speech arise from growth points which
are units combining imagery and categorical content. This combination is unstable
and thus initiates cognitive events in the course of which continuous interaction
takes place between language and imagery.
On a different account, Kita and Özyürek [21] propose the model of speech and
gesture production shown in Figure 2, which assumes online interactions interfacing
between a message generation process for speech (“Message Generator”) and a
separate process composing gesture content (“Action Generator”). According to
this view, a gesture is generated during a conceptualization process that organizes
spatio-motoric imagery into a form suitable for speaking.
28

S. Kita, A. Özyürek / Journal of Memory and Language 48 (2003) 16–32

Fig. 7. Proposed model of speech and gesture production.

Fig. 2. The model of speech and gesture production proposed by Kita and Özyürek.
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facilitation of lexicalization; see [20] for a discussion. For a computational model of
how meaning is turned into coordinated verbal and gestural forms, this suggests that
we need to have prescriptive accounts of (1) how visuo-spatial “gesture thinking”
interacts with the propositional thinking assumed to underlie speech, and (2) how
each of them interacts with its modality-specific stage of micro-planning.
3. A Generation Model Based on Multimodal Thinking
In our conception of a computational generation model for multimodal utterances,
we adopt the Interface Hypothesis model by Kita and Özyürek [21] (IH model,
henceforth; Figure 2) as a starting point. The IH model seems best suited, for it
parallels the conclusions we have drawn in the previous section and lays out a production architecture that provides the required level of interactivity, while retaining
a modular structure that lends itself to realization in computer simulations.
In the IH model, production of speech and gesture starts from communicative
intentions that, generally speaking, lay down what information is to be expressed, in
which rough order, and which modalities should be involved in this. These specifications are sent to both, an Action Generator and a Message Generator (see Figure 2).
The Action Generator generates a spatio-motoric plan for a gesture by activating
and accessing spatial imagery of the scene (involving objects, actions, or events) to
be described, thus being able to select action schemata “on the basis of imagined
or real space” [21] . The Message Generator formulates a propositional preverbal
message, taking into account the communicative goals and the discourse context,
and sends it to the Speech Formulator. The Action Generator is assumed to be the
general process for generating practical actions and, hence, to have some autonomy from the Message Generator as to which information to select from working
memory or how to organize it. That is, content planning is performed in two modes
of thinking at the same time. Continuous interaction between the two generators,
involving transformation between the two informational formats, as well as between
the Message Generator and the Speech Formulator goes on until an informational
organization is found that can be verbalized as the next utterance.
The IH model provides a layout of how multimodal behavior is entrenched in
multimodal thinking. Yet, it does not offer detailed enough an account of the nature
and representation of visuo-spatial meaning retrieved from imagery, nor for the
process of turning it into concrete gesture morphology—questions one needs to
answer in order to arrive at a model that can be implemented and simulated. We
will address these issues in the following. To narrow down the scope of this problem,
we will thereby focus on the generation of object and scene descriptions as found
in route directions (leaving, e.g., action descriptions for future work).
3.1. Multimodal representation of space and shape
Different spatial representations have been proposed to underlie different cognitive
tasks, of which spatial language and visuo-spatial imagery are the most relevant
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here (we disregard cognitive maps that primarily encode navigation or route knowledge [12]). Spatial language has been considered to reveal its own structuring of
knowledge about space and the objects therein [48]. Landau and Jackendoff [29]
differentiate between conceptual and spatial representation and, within the latter,
between “what” and “where” submodules to account for the different means and
levels of detail with which these two types of information are reflected in language:
Only few spatial prepositions are available to schematize and describe the position
or orientation of entities. In contrast, object descriptions seem to draw upon rich
geometrical (first and foremost, shape) and conceptual representations.
Visual imagery or mental images of objects is commonly viewed as embedded
within and dependent upon a more fundamental mental representation system [27].
A thorough discussion of the nature of imagery or its relation to this fundamental
representation is beyond the scope of this paper (see, e.g., [49] for an excellent
overview). We note that visual imagery seems to be a mental representation that can
be stored in long-term memory as well as recreated and analyzed in working memory.
It thereby exhibits “analog-like” properties, e.g., in mental scanning or rotation
tasks, distinct from linguistic or purely conceptual representations [27]. Although
hard to separate clearly, visual imagery is sometimes distinguished from spatial
imagery, conforming the assumption of separate “what” and “where” systems. We
assume, with the goal of modeling gesture semantics in mind, a combined visuospatial imagery that encompasses both, the imagination of visual appearance, which
may give rise to a gesture outlining an object, as well as the spatial configuration
and layout, which may inform the location of the same gesture.
We take up the view that mental imagery and linguistic or conceptual knowledge employ different types of representation. This relates to Dual-Coding Theory
[40], which claims two functionally independent systems, verbal memory and image
memory, with associative links within each memory and possible referential links
across the two systems (cf. [49]). We adopt a version of Dual-Coding in which the
imagery code is assumed to primarily represent shape and spatial or spatio-temporal
relationships (rather than purely visual properties such as color or brightness), and
the verbal code is taken to conceptually represent what words mean [18]. Hence we
start by defining a computational representation of visuo-spatial imagery, confined
to geometrical properties of objects and scenes, as well as a spatial representation
that anchors the semantics of language. Then we turn to the question how the
thinking process itself can be modeled, based on the tenets of the IH model and
operating upon these two distinct representational models.
3.1.1. Representation of visuo-spatial imagery
A prominent modeling approach for visuo-spatial imagery, which has proven to be
computational efficient, is to use two- or three-dimensional, matrix-like structures
[10, 26] that are cell-wise occupied by object entities. Such arrays represent both an
objects visual appearance as well as spatial relationships between them and can be
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hierarchically refined to allow locally for a higher level of detail [26]. More recent
models of computational imagery [7] have utilized a graph structure that represents
an object or multi-object scene as a tree, with geometrical primitives at the leaf
nodes and geometrical transformations (among other properties) at the intermediate
nodes. We employ a similar model of visuo-spatial imagery called Imagistic Description Trees (IDT) [45, 44]. The IDT model was developed, based on empirical data,
to represent shape-related information acquired via gesture and speech for usage in
a gesture understanding system. Thus it is designed to cover all meaningful visuospatial features one finds represented in shape-depicting iconic gesture. Important
aspects include (1) a tree structure for shape decomposition, with abstracted shape
models as nodes, (2) extents in different dimensions as approximations of shape,
and (3) the possibility of underspecified dimensional information.
d3
d3

d2

d2

d1

d1
d3
d2

d1
d3

d3
d2

d2
d1

d3

d2

d1

d3
d1

d2
d1

Fig. 3. A sample IDT representation of a church tower (formal definitions omitted).

Figure 3 illustrates an IDT model for a concrete building. Each node in an IDT
contains an Imagistic Description (IMD), which holds an object schema [30] that
represents the shape of an object or object part, respectively. An object schema
contains up to three axes, each representing a spatial extent and assigned a dimensional attribute like “max” or “sub” to classify its extent relative to the other axes.
Each axis may cover more than one dimension to account for rotation symmetries
(becoming a so-called “integrated axis”). The boundary of an object is defined by
a profile vector that states symmetry, size, and edge properties for each object axis
or pair of axes. The size property reflects change of an extent as one moves along
another axis; the edge property indicates whether an object’s boundary consists of
straight segments that form sharp corners, or of curvy, smooth edges. The links in
the tree structure represent the spatial relations that hold between the parts and
wholes and are quantitatively defined by transformation matrices. It is thus possible
to represent decomposition and spatial coherence.
Using the IDT formalism, we have modeled a visuo-spatial imagery for large
parts of our chosen investigation scenario, multimodal route directions for a (virtual)
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town, which are to be produced by our generation model, and which have been
investigated in an empirical study (explained in Sect. 4). One advantage of the IDT
model, thereby, is the possibility to represent underspecification and vagueness,
both of which are immanent in gesture. Dimensional underspecification (e.g., when
representing a 2D circle or simply a 1D width) is given when the axes of an object
schema cover less than all three dimensions of space. Vagueness can hold with
respect to the extent along a certain dimension (e.g., when representing something
“longish”) or the decomposition of a shape into subparts (e.g., when representing a
church, without being able to recall all its single parts or geometrical details).
3.1.2. Representation of propositional language meaning
Speech formulation needs to draw upon a representation of knowledge designed to
fit the needs and affordances of natural language. As discussed above, this requires a
proper representation of spatial knowledge as well as conceptual background knowledge about the involved world entities. As common in computational approaches
to language semantics, we employ a propositional format that encodes knowledge
in terms of objects and relations according to a given ontology. Since we focus on
object descriptions, the knowledge represented pertains to objects, their geometrical properties, and the relations between them. The representation system thus
consists of logical formulae (see Figure 5) based on a formal ontology that encompasses entities (houses, streets, etc.), their properties (proper name, color, quality,
size, shape etc.), and different types of relational links such as taxonomic (is-a),
partonomic (part-of), or spatial relations (on-top-of, left-of). In object descriptions,
a property or relation is the key meaning transported to characterize the referred
object, e.g., when describing a spatial relation that holds between a reference object
(ground) and a locator object (figure); cf. [29]. A relation symbol is hence the central element of a preverbal message sent to the formulator, along with propositions
stating complemental information about the subject entities of the relation.
3.2. Architecture
The described two representations form the basis of our generation model, whose
architecture is outlined in Figure 4. It is inspired by, but extends and substantiates in several ways, Kita and Özyürek’s IH model. We conceive of four processing
modules to be involved in multimodal content planning and micro-planning: Image
Generator, Message Generator, Speech Formulator, and Gesture Formulator. That
is, in contrast to the IH model, we embrace the idea advocated in other production
models, e.g. by de Ruiter [8], of a functionally separable module that turns visuospatial imagery into gestural form (see [24] for a discussion). As a consequence, IH
model’s Action Generator is replaced by two components, one for activating visuospatial imagery and picking imagistic features from it (Image Generator), and one
for turning them into gesture forms (Gesture Formulator). Further components include modules for Motor Control and Phonation, for the realization of synchronized
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speech and gesture animations with the virtual human [25], and memories for longterm imagery and propositional knowledge as well as the ongoing discourse.
Long Term
Representation
Multimodal
Concepts
VisuoImagistic
spatial

Propositional

Communication
Planner

Discourse Model

Blackboard
Image Generator

Imagistic
Imagistic
Description
Descriptions

Multimodal
Multimodal
Concepts
Concepts

Message Generator
Propositions
Propositions

Feature Entries
Representation
Techniques

Speech Formulator

Gesture Formulator
Gesture

Motor Control

Gesture

Utterance
Utterance

Phonation

Speech

Fig. 4. Architecture of the proposed integrated model of speech and gesture production.

The final component is a central multimodal working memory, realized as a
globally accessible blackboard upon which all modules operate concurrently in order to realize the required level of integration. The overall production process thus
evolves by each module’s observing entries in the working memory, taking local action if necessary, and modifying existing entries or their activation or posting new
entries. The overall production process is finished when all entries associated with a
multimodal communicative delivery stabilize and specifications of overt verbal and
gestural acts have been formed. In this sense, the interaction between the modules realizes content planning and micro-planning in an interleaved and interactive
manner. This also enables bottom-up processes in both modalities.
3.3. Structures of multimodal thinking
Working memory is organized into chunks for speech and gesture. Each chunk comprises all structures of meaning and form involved in one multimodal delivery, i.e.,

Lexicon,
Grammar
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ultimately one intonation phrase and one gesture phrase. This includes multimodal
representations of the meaning to be conveyed as well as representations of the
linguistic and gesture surface forms to be realized for this. As shown in Figure 5,
three types of meaning representation are maintained along with activation values
within a chunk, notably, a single IMD or sub-trees of an IDT for visuo-spatial imagistic meaning, a set of propositions for language meaning, and so-called multimodal
concepts that act as interface between the former two.
Multimodal concepts are bindings between single IMDs (or sub-trees of an
IDT) with logic-based formulae, and we say they have an “imagery pole” and
a “propositional pole”, respectively. They can be seen to represent the referential links between abstract facts that reflect the conceptual structure of natural
language with the associated mental images. For example, the property of being
“longish” is represented as an underspecified IMD in which one (non-integrated)
axis dominates the other axes. Likewise, the property is stated as the logical formula “property(longish(X))”. The pairing of these two representational components
yields one multimodal concept for “longish” as shown in Figure 5, and this concept
now coordinates the modality-specific content planning on either side of the model.
For example, using a formal unification procedure [44], the underspecified IMD
for “longish” can be matched against any other IDT, e.g., of a concrete object
“church-tower-2”. A successful match in visuo-spatial imagery yields the assertion
of the fact “property(longish,church-tower-2))” in propositional memory, which in
turn may lead to the embedding of a corresponding linguistic construction into the
chunk. Currently, the agent’s spatial long-term knowledge of the world encompasses
propositions, IDTs, and multimodal concepts for a range of dimensional adjectives
(longish, round, tall, etc.), stereotyped object shapes (box, circle, etc.), and basic
spatial relations (right-of, side-by-side, above, etc.).

Imagistic Descriptions

Multimodal Concepts

[1.0]

Propositions

[1.0]
property
(round,X)

[0.5]

[0.5]

[0.0]
property
(longish,X)

[0.25]
[0.25] [0.25] [0.25]

entity(church-2,single).
type(church-2,church).

[0.5]
[0.5]

entity(tower-5,single).
type(tower-5,tower).

[1.0]
[1.0]

part-of(tower-5,church-2). [1.0]

...

Fig. 5. The three representations involved in each chunk of multimodal thinking; numbers in
brackets denote local activations of the single components.
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Note that it is well possible that a number of working memory chunks reside at
the same time on the blackboard. This is to account for the fact that the modules
do not operate on the same level of utterance construction. For example, an IMD
selected by the Image Generator may require the Gesture Formulator to employ two
or so gestures in immediate succession. In this case, the Gesture Formulator can,
just as any other of the four modules, introduce a new chunk for the second gesture
and its meaning, thereby preparing grounds for speech to follow accordingly.

3.4. Integrated production process
To explain the integrated production process of speech and gesture, in the following,
we describe the model’s basic mechanisms along with how they concretely operate
on an example utterance. The production of a multimodal object description starts
upon the arrival of a new communicative goal. The Image Generator accesses the
long-term memory and activates all IMDs of objects involved in this communicative
intention. This activation leads to the creation of (and import into) a new working
memory chunk. Likewise, the Message Generator starts by selecting knowledge from
propositional long-term memory and asserts the selected facts to the chunk. Let us
assume the communicative goal is “introduce tower-5” (subpart of the left church
in Figure 7(a)). This leads to the activation and import of the IDT for the“tower5”, with a propagation of ceasing activation to IMDs down the tree (Figure 5, left
hand side). In propositional memory, high activation is assigned to facts which hold
“tower-5” as an argument and less activation to facts about entities related to this
referent, e.g., by a part-of relation (Figure 5, right hand side).
For IMDs with a significantly high activation, the Image Generator performs
spatial perspective taking. Direction-givers usually adopt either a route (1st person)
or survey (3rd person) perspective [31], with frequent switches between the two. For
simplicity, we assume that our agent sticks to the more prominent route perspective
in describing an object. The Image Generator thus has to figure out how the objects
look like from the particular point of view adopted and along that particular view
direction. This operation is directly realized as a geometrical transformation of
IMDs. In our example, we assume that the direction giver is standing on the square
in front of the two churches. The IDT of the tower on the blackboard is transformed
and updated accordingly.
The Image Generator then tries to match the IDT against imagery poles (cf.
Section 3.3) of multimodal concepts stored in long-term memory. All matching
concepts are activated and added to the working memory chunk. Likewise, activation
of propositions spreads out to all multimodal concepts with unifiable propositional
poles. Importantly, neither the original IMD nor the original propositions have to
be identical with the respective pole of a multimodal concept to match. Instead,
a similarity measure is calculated and a multimodal symbol is selected depending
on a customizable threshold. Multimodal concepts are thereby tested in order of
their specificity, such that concepts with highly underspecified IMDs, like “longish”
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or “thing”, are tested last. That is, in case no multimodal concept of a specific
property can be matched with a given IDT, it is still possible to activate and select
concepts whose propositional poles will lead to very general linguistic expressions
(e.g., “thing” instead of “cone”). The original IDT will, nevertheless, lead to a
semantically richer gesture, complementary with and thus compensating for speech
(cf. Sect. 2). In our example, the IDM representing the tower’s cylindrical corpus
matches the concept “round” because of its circular profile (Figure 5, middle).
The Speech Formulator carries out sentence planning for all propositions in a
chunk and reports back which of them can be put into speech. As in previous work
[23, 24] we employ SPUD [46] for this, a sentence planner based on a Lexicalized
Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) that has been extended to object descriptions
found in empirical data [23]. Figure 6(a) shows the LTAG tree generated from the
propositions in our example in Figure 5. The property “round” was solely informed
by the visuo-spatial imagery of the tower and verbalized by SPUD since it is found
to be a discriminatory feature of this very church tower. Also, the discourse status
of entities is represented [24] and taken into account when deciding upon referring
expressions, hence the definite and indefinite articles.
In contrast to [23, 24], we do not employ the micro-planner for constructing a
tree for the whole multimodal utterance, which had required to extend the grammar
formalism to account for speech-gesture integration. Instead, we let this come about
here via multimodal content planning and only leave it to the Speech Formulator
to lay down the necessary temporal constraints for speech-gesture synchrony. To
this end, SPUD’s ability to report back the semantics of a linguistic constituent is
utilized to determine the words that are semantically most affiliated with a gesture,
again, building upon multimodal concepts as interface between gesture and speech
meaning. The resulting temporal constraints relate gesture timing to the onset and
end of the lexical affiliate and are asserted to the memory chunk.
S(part-of,church-2,tower-5)

NP(church-2)

the church

VP(part-of)

V

has

NP(tower-5)

LOC: Periphery Left
TRAJ: Linear
MOVEMENT DIR: Up
FINGER DIR: Away
PALM DIR: Right
SHAPE: ASL-C

a round tower

(a) LTAG tree generated by the Speech Formulator for the utterance “the church has a
round tower”.
Fig. 6.

(b) Gesture form-feature
matrix generated by the
Gesture Formulator.
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Just like the Speech Formulator, the Gesture Formulator takes all IDTs from
the working memory chunk and reports back if these semantic structures can find
a counterpart in gesture. Not implemented yet, we envision the Message Generator
and Image Generator to react to feedback from the Speech Formulator and Gesture
Formulator, respectively, by modifying and reducing the meaning structures in the
memory chunk until an adequate multimodal encoding of the communicative goal
is achieved or a cut-off time of this iterative process is reached.
So far, we have not addressed the gesture formulation problem, i.e., composing
the morphology of suitable gestures from the IDTs in the memory chunk. The
Gesture Formulator employs typed attribute-value matrices (Figure 6(b)) that get
fully or partially filled with form features as described in [24], i.e. handshape, wrist
location, palm direction, extended finger direction, movement trajectory shape and
direction. Surface realization of such a gesture specification, as well as of a verbal
utterance, is then achieved by the ACE systema that turns them automatically
into synthetic speech and synchronized gesture animations in real-time [25]. But
how can the single form-feature values of a gesture be determined? We want the
Gesture Formulator, ideally, to be able to create gestural renditions on the spot.
However, there is currently no theory to reliably predict the gestures a speaker
will make, even if it were possible to know the speaker’s communicative goals and
the full discourse context beforehand. We thus conducted an empirical study on
spontaneous speech and gesture in direction-giving to shed light on this question.
4. Empirical Basis for Gesture Formulation
A previous empirical study on direction-giving [24] yielded evidence that people
tend to employ their hands in systematic ways in order to create gestural images
of objects with specific shape properties. These ways seemed to be driven by the
need to establish iconicity (e.g., flat handshape and vertically oriented palm were
more often used when depicting flat upright walls). However, the results were not
fully conclusive as shape properties were simplified for real-world objects and, further, failed to fully predict many movement forms we saw in people’s gestures. One
conclusion that concurs with gesture literature (e.g., [47]) is that iconicity is not
the sole driving force behind a representational gesture. We have thus conducted a
follow-up study on spatial communication in direction-giving and sight description,
but this time for a virtual town that consists of complex 3-dimensional, yet simplified objects (houses, trees, streets, lanterns, etc. Figure 7 illustrates the overall
setting: Virtual Reality technology was employed to exactly control the stimuli (a)
the participants perceive prior to their descriptions. Additionally, we tracked the
participants’ gaze during taking a tour through the town (b), and the movements
of their hands and gaze during giving the explanations afterwards (c).
a Articulated

Communicator Engine, a toolkit for building multimodal virtual characters, developed at Bielefeld University’s A.I. Group
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(a) Part of the stimulus

(b) VR presentation phase

(c) Spatial dialog phase

Fig. 7. Experimental setting

Analyses were performed to determine what factors govern the use of words
and gestures in object descriptions. We focused on the role of more general gesture
representation techniques in transforming a perceived object into representational
hand movement. Several classifications of such representation techniques have been
proposed [17, 37, 47]. By and large, they can be unified to the following categories:
(1) indexing: pointing to a position within the gesture space; (2) placing: an object
is placed or set down within gesture space; (3) shaping: an object’s shape is contoured or sculpted in the air; (4) drawing: the hands trace the outline of an object’s
shape; (5) posturing: the hands form a static configuration to stand as a model for
the object themselves; (6) enacting: the hands perform an action referred to. We
suspected that this differentiation may be an important step in the formation of a
gesture that is to refer to an object in context, beyond merely establishing iconicity.
Thus, our empirical analyses aimed to test whether there are any factors correlated
with this choice of technique.
4.1. Method
We collected a corpus of 25 dyads engaged in direction-giving as follows. First,
the direction giver had a virtual bus ride through the VR town with stops at five
different sights (tour continued on demand of the participant). Instructions were
to memorize the driven route, as well as to carefully familiarize oneself with how
the sights look like. Upon finishing the bus ride, the direction giver had to explain
the route to an unknown direction follower (Figure 7(c)), who had to be enabled to
find the same way through the virtual town afterwards. In doing so, the direction
giver had to describe the five sights so accurately as to enable the follower to find
possible discrepancies in appearance that might have been introduced afterwards.
Audio- and videotapes were taken of each dialog. For the videotape, three synchronized camera views were recorded. The dialogs were annotated using Praatb
to transcribe the speech and Elanc for coding of the data. In the analysis reported
here, we concentrated on descriptions of the church square shown in Figure 7(a)
b www.praat.org
c www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/
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from 10 dyads (174 gestures). All coverbal gestures have been coded for the abovementioned representation techniques. From the transcripts, we further coded the
task-related communicative intention of the speaker according to Denis’ [9] categories of communicative actions in route directions, revised and refined for the case
of object descriptions: introducing an object without further description, describing
an already introduced object, and referring back to an object without providing
further description of it.
4.2. Results
An analysis of the correlation of gesture representation technique and communicative intention revealed a significant relationship between these two variables
(χ2 = 58.968, df = 8, p < 0.001). Descriptions are more often accompanied by
shaping gestures, while references to entities are mostly accompanied by indexing
gestures (see Table 1). Thus, the choice of a gesture technique is influenced by
communicative intention, but this does not seem to be the only determinant.

Table 1. Observed and expected (parenthesized) occurrences of gesture representation techniques
for different communicative intentions (*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001).

Technique
Indexing
Placing
Shaping
Drawing
Posturing

Communicative Intention
Introduction Description Reference
8 (13.7)
0 (4.0) *
16 (6.3) ***
26 (20.5)
1 (6.0) *
9 (9.5)
31 (33.0)
21 (9.7) ***
6 (15.3) *
15 (13.7)
7 (4.0)
2 (6.3)
19 (18.2)
0 (5.3) *
13 (8.5)

A second analysis aimed to correlate the use of representation techniques with
the geometrical properties of objects, as captured by our computational model
of visuo-spatial imagery. The IDT graph representation defines the compositional
structure of shape in terms of part-whole relations and the position, orientation,
and size of the child nodes within the parent’s reference frame. It thus allows to
judge the complexity of an entity’s shape by considering its number of subparts,
which we entered in the analysis for correlation with the techniques (see Table 2,
middle columns). We found a significant difference between objects with further
subparts and objects without any subparts (χ2 = 60.559, df = 4, p < 0.001): For
objects without subparts, the number of shaping and drawing gestures is increased,
whereas the rate of indexing and placing gestures is decreased. For objects which
have at least one subpart, indexing and placing gestures occured more often than
expected, while shaping and drawing gestures occured less often. That is, if an object is less complex in the sense that it has no further subparts, and thus seems
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more amenable to gestural reconstruction, depicting gestures are preferred. For more
complex objects, people prefer positioning gestures.
Another indicator for the complexity of an object’s shape is the number of its
symmetry axes—the more symmetric a shape is, the less complex it is. We analyzed
the correlation between representation technique and number of symmetrical axes
in the reference object. Again, we found a significant relationship (χ2 = 79.028, df =
4, p < 0.001): If an object has no symmetrical axis, i.e., is more complex in this view,
indexing and placing gestures are used relatively more often, while drawing, shaping,
and modeling gestures are used less frequently than expected (see Table 2, right
columns). In contrast, if an object has at least one symmetrical axis, the number
of drawing, shaping and modeling gestures is increased, whereas the number of
indexing and placing gestures is decreased. This is in line with the above finding that
complex objects are likely to be positioned gesturally, while less complex objects
are more likely to be depicted by gesture.

Table 2. Observed and expected (parenthesized) occurrences of gesture representation techniques
for different visuo-spatial features of the referent (number of subparts and number of symmetrical
axes; *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001).

Representation
Technique
Indexing
Placing
Shaping
Drawing
Posturing

Number of subparts
0
1 or more
6 (13.4) *
18 (10.6) *
4 (20.1) *** 32 (15.9) ***
45 (32.3) *
13 (25.7) *
21 (13.4) *
3 (10.6) *
21 (17.8)
11 (14.2)

Number of symmetrical axes
0
1-3
18 (7.7) ***
6 (16.3) *
27 (11.6) *** 9 (24.4) **
9 (18.7) *
49 (39.3)
0 (7.7) **
24 (16.3) *
2 (10.3) **
30 (21.7)

4.3. Conclusions for modeling gesture formulation
In previous work [24] it was found that the visuo-spatial features of an object
are only partially predictive of the concrete forms an iconic gesture takes up. The
results of our analyses suggest at least two steps in the meaning-form mapping
for representational gesture, which may reconcile the need to establish iconicity
with the influence of conventionalized or habituated patterns of hand and arm use
in gesture, the techniques. Thus we implemented the Gesture Formulator to, first,
select a representation technique and, second, adapt it to the particular context and
imagistic meaning at hand. The first step can be directly informed by our empirical
results, which connect this choice to the complexity of an object’s shape as reflected
in our representational model for visuo-spatial imagery. By selecting from gesture
templates for the different techniques, this step yields a form-feature matrix with a
number of slots filled and constraints imposed over values or value types.
The second step proceeds within the now dimension-reduced space of form-
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feature combinations the representation technique leaves open. Here, iconicity between the given visuo-spatial shape features and gesture morphology is maximized
by deriving values for some or all of the open slots from the provided IDT model.
This also includes choosing between a one- or two-handed gesture and anchoring the
selected spatial perspective in gesture space coordinates. As in a previous system
[24], we use a set of form-feature entries to map properties of an IDT onto features
of gesture morphology. The Gesture Formulator searches for all combinations of
form-feature entries that can realize a particular set of IMDs, constrained by the
selected technique schema. This over-generalization informs and furthers the overall
planning process, since all specifications of possible gesture morphologies along with
the encoded IMD features are fed back to the working memory chunk. The planner
may thereby also output an underspecified gesture if a slot could not be filled from
the imagistic description, leaving morphological form features open for the Motor
Control to maintain or adopt suitable joint configurations.
Continuing our example from Sect. 3.4, the Gesture Formulator first decides
upon the representation technique to use. In our current implementation, this decision is currently based on the communicative intention as well as the referent’s
shape complexity. Since the communicative goal (“introduce tower-5”) requires the
introduction of an object, shaping is the most likely technique. This choice receives
further support from the fact that the tower, which is approximated as a cylinder
by the top-level IMD (see Figure 3) has three symmetrical axes. The second step
fills the remaining slots of the shaping form-feature matrix: The location where the
gesture will be performed (on the left) is directly derived from the IMD. The movement is set to trace the dominant (vertical) axis of the IMD, either with one hand
or symmetrically with two hands depending on the referent’s size. Palm orientation and extended finger direction are directed parallel to the remaining axes. The
handshape is selected from a set of predefined handshapes in accordance with the
referent’s cross section that is extruded along the main axis of movement. Figure 6
shows the resulting overall form-feature matrix for the left hand; the right hand’s
specification looks alike. A detailed annotation and analysis of the direction-giving
gesture data is underway to further inform these form-feature mappings employed
by the Gesture Formulator.

5. Conclusions
We have presented work towards a model of the production of speech and iconic
gesture. Based on what is currently known about how speech and gesture influence
each other, we argue that computational models that are to come anywhere near
to the intriguing degree of variability and cross-modal alignment we see in humans
must ultimately be grounded in simulations of multimodal thinking. In a domain
confined to object descriptions we have described a first model for such a simulation. The model encompasses computational accounts of connected visuo-spatial
imagery and propositional thinking in an architecture based on which planning of
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the content and the form of communicative behavior takes place concurrently in
both modalities and in a highly interactive manner. In this sense the simulation
model we have presented is meant to provide the degree of integration, both, horizontally of two modes of thinking and vertically of two stages of planning, that
seems to be necessary for being able not only to explain but also to predict what
we say and what our hands do when we want to get meaning across. Finally, it
should be noted that we continue to implement the model in fuller detail and that
further intricacies of the single processing stages are likely to arise. These technological challenges notwithstanding, we are confident from extensive previous work as
well as promising first results that the architecture and formalisms described allow
us to simulate many of the phenomena of speech-gesture alignment that previous
computational models have not been able to do.
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